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Epub free Titanic the long night diane hoh [PDF]

this action packed big summer read focuses on the lives of several teenage passengers aboard the ill fated titanic copyright libri gmbh all rights reserved part 2 john and angela s
marriage develops while around them their friends relationships move on bringing with it further change and conflict issues of prejudice become apparent forcing some of the characters to
change their lives forever the gripping true crime story of a child abducted by his father from his mother and the international race to rescue him against dangerous odds two close
encounters with death convince darren franklin that his career in global private security is not the healthiest meanwhile scottish nurse diane is on a life changing journey of her own
after a shirley valentine style romance on a greek holiday island as she moves to australia to marry her greek lover and start a family darren escapes a contract on his life and teams
up with a former british special forces operative to get into the business of rescuing abducted children then darren s and diane s paths cross after diane s marriage breaks down her ex
takes their four year old son theo back to the greek islands and when all attempts to get her son back via the courts have failed darren s company is called in to get him back as diane
waits anxiously in the wings darren and his small team must contend with hostile locals double crossing police and dubious legal contacts to conduct surveillance on their target
formulate a plan and grab the boy before making their hazardous escape they can trust no one a whole island community is against them they have their suspicions about their own
lawyer and the charity go between on their team is actively leaking details of their plans risking their mission and possibly their lives set against an epidemic of parental abductions and a
background of frequent failed recoveries the action swings from britain to south america to australia to the usa and the greek islands on a dramatic emotional roller coaster from
start to finish the other side is a story about what i experienced when my heart stopped beating and i stopped breathing i write about how things might be on the other side if this happened
to 10 people there would be 10 different stories all of this is what i believe to be true i have been given a gift a good memory from my childhood to adulthood i have always had the
knack for details located perilously near the cardassian border the turbulent region of space known as the badlands has been an interstellar hazard to navigation for at least two
generations many starships have been lost amidst its violent plasma storms but the true danger may only be beginning before she began her historic sojourn in the delta quadrant captain
kathryn janeway led the u s s voyager into the badlands in pursuit of a renegade maquis vessel there she encountered the same threatening and inexplicable phenomena that had previously
endangered both kirk and picard now detoured from her mission by an urgent cardassian distress call janeway finally uncovers the origin of the hidden menace armed with janeway s hard
won knowledge captain benjamin sisko must deal with the exposed threat once and for all but first the u s s defiant must battle both the dominion and the romulan empire for control of
an unleashed power source that could devastate the entire alpha quadrant identical duplicate tom riker encounters maquis renegades and a cardassian planet stricken with a deadly
disease only riker can get the medical supplies the maquis so desperately need the hawking left earth during the 21st century on a one way mission to colonize a distant world due to the
relativistic effects of pre warp travel it s crew has aged only thirty years while two centuries have passed outside the ship when the starship enterprise comes to the rescue of the
malfunctioning hawking the colonists find themselves thrust into a universe and an era that has left them behind captain kirk intends to help the colonists adjust as best he can but the
task is not a simple one the newcomers are survivors of a more violent more paranoid time and the have brought old suspicions and an ancient weapon of mass destruction into a world
of unexpected challenges and dangers the continuing voyages of the starship excalibur many years ago a bizarre alien life form known as the black mass consumed and destroyed an entire
solar system in what was then the thallonion empire now the black mass has returned and its target is tulan iv homeworld of the fearsome redeemers faced with near certain destruction
the overlord of the redeemers is forced to turn to an unlikely ally captain calhoun and the starship excalibur busy coping with the return of his rebellious son calhoun is none too
eager to come to the aid of his despotic enemy but when innocent lives are threatened he has no choice but to confront the unstoppable black mass but how can one starship turn back a
force capable of consuming entire suns delicate peace talks between the federation and the klingon empire become complicated when captain kirk discovers that starfleet prisoners of war
are being held captive on a remote jungle planet now with the unexpected assistance of an old adversary kirk embarks on a daring rescue mission knowing that if he fails the federation
will deny all knowledge of his intentions but powerful forces within the klingon government are determined to keep the shameful secret of the hostages existence even if it means
obliterating every last trace of the prisoners and anyone who comes to save them he is perhaps the ultimate human achievement a sentient artificial life form self aware self determining
possessing a mind and body far surpassing that of his makers and imbued with the potential to evolve beyond the scope of his programming created by one of the most brilliant and
eccentric intellects the federation has ever known the android data has always believed he was unique the one true fulfillment of a dream to create children of the mind but is he
investigating the mysterious destruction of a new android created by starfleet data and the crew of the u s s enterprise uncover startling secrets stretching back to the galaxy s dim
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past that knowledge is coveted by beings who will stop at nothing to control it and will force data to redefine himself as he learns the hidden history of artificial intelligence in their
first few weeks in space captain jonathan archer and the crew of the enterprise have already discovered several new species and explored strange new worlds but each planet brings new
discoveries and new dangers by the book the fazi whose ultraregulated culture ranges from strict conversation protocols to unvarying building designs inhabit half of a planet
discovered by the enterprise but after a disasterous first contact with the ruler of the fazi archer must depend on vulcan science officer t pol and communication specialist hoshi sato
to help him mend relations with the people of this planet and unravel the mystery of the other creatures living on the world from the universe of star trek the next generation
throughout the star trek new frontier saga mark mchenry the navigator on the u s s excalibur has demonstrated abilities beyond those of the somewhat odd human being he appears to be
when the inhabitants of an innocent solar system are confronted by a menace linked to the source of mchenry s powers his true heritage is revealed at last meanwhile zak kebron is going
through a startling change that will leave him both more and less than he was tracking a shuttle s distress signal to the nearly deserted arbuk system the u s s voyagertm crew
encounters an unusual weapon a thousand times more powerful than the starship inside the shuttle the crew discovers an unconscious alien and no more information about the device
captain janeway and her crew are attacked by a group of mysterious warships with an interest in the weapon s power with warp power off line the crew of the starship voyager must
find a way to save themselves from a group of aliens desperate to control the superweapon when an alien pirate abducts kes u s s voyager takes off in hot pursuit but the first rescue
mission fails disastrously an ion storm forces the shuttle to crash on an unknown world now captain janeway and her away team must embark on a hazardous trek through a hostile
environment in search of a way off the planet while voyager commanded by chakotay confronts an enemy fleet in the depths of space beyond the borders of the federation captain james t
kirk works to defend an isolated colony on a newly discovered planet hinder aggression from neighboring alien races and ensure the survival of a brave new world in this unputdownable
star trek novel the tenacious colonists of belle terre have survived countless hardships and natural disasters of their new home only to face a deadly foreign enemy the alien species
kauld intent on claiming the world s unique resources for their own are determined to destroy the human settlements at any cost months away from any hope of starfleet
reinforcements the starship enterprise is all that stands between belle terre and an all out alien invasion but kirk and his valiant crew may not be enough to save the planet from a
relentless assault by the ultimate superweapon thirty years before the days of star trek the next generation captain jean luc picard was thrust unexpectedly into command of another
proud vessel the u s s stargazer surrounded by a crew he doesn t entirely know or trust the young picard must answer the challenges of leadership while picard and his senior staff
accompany chief engineer simenon to his homeworld of gnala to undergo a ritual his second officer victoria wu is left in command of the stargazer responding to a distress call from a
nearby star system wu finds herself in the middle of a mystery involving a damaged ship and a peculiar interstellar phenomenon one that threatens to destroy the stargazer if she can t
learn its secret meanwhile on gnala picard must help his friend undergo the ritual and find out who is trying to sabotage their chances of completing it before they re all killed when
sensors indicate a possible wormhole nearby captain janeway is eager to investigate hoping to find a shortcut back to federation space instead she discovers a star system being
systematically pillaged by the warlike akerians janeway has no desire to get caught up in someone else s war but in order to the check on the possibilities offered by the wormhole and to
save the innocent people of veruna four voyagertm has no choice but to challenge the akerians long before he took command of the starship enterprise captain jean luc picard led another
proud vessel through the uncharted regions of the galaxy the u s s stargazer thrust unexpectedly into the center seat the twenty eight year old picard must live up to the challenges
of starship command and a crew that hasn t yet learned to trust him the pirate known as the white wolf has been wreaking havoc across several sectors and the inexperienced picard has
been given the assignment to stop him surprised at getting such a challenge picard soon learns that he is expected to fail in his duty and have his captaincy disgraced before it can even
begin given an untested crew and an impossible mission picard must beat the odds and apprehend the white wolf but the pirate keeps a shocking secret that leaves picard to make a deadly
decision this thrilling star trek adventure spanning time and space features both of the famous crews of the uss enterprise led by captain kirk and captain picard captain kirk and the crew
of the uss enterprise ncc 1701 are faced with their most challenging mission yet rescuing renowned scientist zefram cochrane from captors who want to use his skills to conquer the
galaxy meanwhile ninety nine years in the future on the uss enterprise ncc 1701 d captain picard must rescue an important and mysterious person whose safety is vital to the survival
of the federation as the two crews struggle to fulfill their missions destiny draws them closer together until past and future merge and the fate of each of the two legendary
starships rests in the hands of the other vessel commander benjamin sisko is just recovering from the death of his wife when he is assigned command over the former cardassian but new
federation space station deep space ninetm this space station is strategically located not only because of its orbit about bajor but also because of its proximity to the only known
stable wormhole in the galaxy after meeting the other bajoran and starfleet personnel assigned to the station including a former bajoran freedom fighter and a shapeshifter sisko finds
himself in that very wormhole and in the midst of a metaphysical experience as the alien inhabitants of the wormhole question the concepts of time and love sisko filled with humanistic
hubris begins to explain these experiences and resolve his painful past the borg half organic being and half machine they are the most feared race in the known galaxy in their relentless
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quest for technological perfection they have destroyed entire star systems enslaved countless peoples and in a single brutal attack decimated starfleet s mightiest vesels only a final
desperate gambit by captain picard and the u s s enterprise crew stopped the borg from conquering the entire federation and now they have returned vendetta in the bestselling tradition
of metamorphosis and the lost years here is the newest star trek giant novel a story of vengeance and obsession answering a distress call from a planet under attack by the borg the u
s s enterprise crew meets delcara the lone survivor of an alien race the borg obliterated blinded by hatred delcara seeks the ultimate revenge the complete destruction of her race s
executioners but the u s s enterprise crew learns that delcara s vengeance carries a terrible price for once unleashed the destructive force she commands will annihilate not only the
borg but countess innocents as well while exploring a sector of uncharted space the u s s voyager is ambushed and forcibly pressed into service as part of the edesian fleet in their war
against the enemy gimlon the edesian commander claims that the fleet is fighting only to defend his people against a merciless invader but captain janeway is suspicious war she has learned
is seldom so simple or black and white with chakotay and several other crew members held hostage and the starship voyager under the control of the edesians janeway has no choice but
to join the campaign against the gimlon only to discover that the enemy has developed a new super weapon capable of destroying entire worlds soon the captain and her crew find
themselves fighting a losing battle in a war they never wanted seven years ago captain jean luc picard first faced the judgment of the q continuum a race of beings with god like powers
over time and space who presumed to gauge humanity s fitness to exist in the galaxy seven years ago they suspended judgment but now a decision has been reached the human race will be
eliminated not only in the present but throughout time humanity will never have existed at all the only chance to save mankind lies with captain picard an old enemy has granted him the
power to revisit his life as it was seven years before and to experience his life twenty five years in the future with the help of friendships that span time and space picard struggles to
defeat the plans of the q continuum but even as he fights to save the human race from total extinction he has been set up to be the unwitting agent of mankind s destruction in an effort
to save humanity picard must sacrifice himself and all those he commands and if their sacrifice fails all mankind is doomed with the fall of the ancient thallonian empire civil war
threatens the planet of zondar the arrival of the u s s excalibur is greeted with relief and celebration by the anxious populace and captain mackenzie calhoun fresh from his cataclysmic
escape form the thallonian throneworld is acclaimed as their prophesied savior but one believer s messiah is another s blasphemer and a prime candidate for martyrdom when captain
calhoun is captured lieutenant commander burgoyne must find him before an alien fleet launched a holy war against the federation desperately in need of vital nutritional supplies the
crew of the uss voyagertm must risk dealing with an enigmatic race known as the kirse legendary for the bountiful crops of their world and for their secretive ways despite neelix s
warnings captain janeway leads an away team to the kirse homeworld but when the hostile andirrim attack the kirse janeway finds herself caught in a deadly situation forced to fight
alongside the kirse janeway and her crew can only hope that their strange new allies are not more dangerous than their common foe for once business is going well for quark not that
anyone on deep space nine truly appreciates his genius for finding profit in the most unlikely of circumstances quark is even looking forward to making the deal of a lifetime when he
suddenly finds himself stuck right in the middle of a major dispute between bajor and the ferengi alliance it seems that the grand nagus is refusing to sell one of the lost orbs of the
prophets to the bajoran government which has responded by banning all ferengi activity in bajoran space with diplomatic relations between the two cultures rapidly breaking down quark
loses his bar first then his freedom but even penniless he still has his cunning and his lobes and those alone may be all he needs to come out on top and prevent an interstellar war massive
computer malfunctions are plaguing the enterprise when kirk suddenly receives a shocking message from star fleet command centaurus has been bombed and annihilated thousands are dead
give whatever help you can centaurus is a beautiful peaceful planet home to many humans including mccoy s daughter joanna the crew risks beaming down to investigate but kirk is
thrown into a deadly struggle between violent enemy terrorists and vengeful centaurians now lt uhura left alone in command must jeopardize the cripple enterprise to save centaurus
kirk and joanna mccoy eighty years ago bodiless entities brought a plague of violence and bloodshed to the planet vulcan the nightmare ended only when the entities were trapped inside
special containers now on the eve of a galaxy scale scientific exposition the containers have been opened freeing the malevolent entities to possess the minds and bodies of all they
encounter including the crew of the starship enterprise friends turn into foes and no one can be trusted as captain picard faces a deadly and insidious threat unless the entities can be
stopped once more they will spread their madness throughout the entire federation the gripping conclusion to the story of jim kirk s lost friend the man who helped shape a starfleet
captain captain kirk has returned to earth to attend the funeral of gary mitchell the man he was forced to kill as he wonders what he can possibly say in eulogy he thinks back to the
first time he had to do without his friend several months earlier kirk has just taken command of the u s s enterprise and brought along gary as navigator kirk has learned to depend on his
friend s good sense and advice but when kirk confronts the klingons for the first time in his career gary is taken captive and cut off from kirk now the young captain has no choice but to
rely on a man he barely knows a vulcan named spock 1 how many tribbles did spock calculate had bred aboard deep space station k 7 2 what type of life form was the caretaker a
sporocystian b solanagen c silicon d unidentifiable 3 in which episode is a deaf mediator the key to ending a war that has persisted for fifteen centuries 4 match the ship with its
appropriate registry number a u s s voyageri nx 74205 b u s s defiantii nx 2000 c u s s pegasusiii ncc 74656 d u s s excelsioriv ncc 53847 5 name a sulu s daughter c kira s father b
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troi s older sister d tuvok s wife the answers to those questions and many others are just pages away in the definitivestar trek trivia book the ultimate collection of memory testers
brainteasers and mind bending minutiae from thirty four years of movies and tv series more than two thousand fill in the blanks multiple choice questions and matching questions are
organized into themed chapters such as galactic history about the crews alien species star trekscience and command questions this jam packed fun filled illustrated trivia book is just
what devoted star trekfans have always wanted the means to test themselves and one another on one of the richest and most complex fictional universes ever created celebrate the
40th anniversary of star trek the motion picture with this classic movie novelization written by legendary star trek creator gene roddenberry the original five year mission of the
starship enterprise to explore strange new worlds and to seek out new life and new civilizations has ended now james t kirk spock dr mccoy and the rest of the crew of the enterprise have
separated to follow their own career paths and different lives but now an overwhelming alien threat one that is ignoring all attempts at communication and annihilating all opposition
in its path is on a collision course with earth the very heart of the united federation of planets and the only vessel that starfleet can send in time to intercept this menace is a refitted
enterprise with her old crew heeding the call to once again boldly go where no one has gone before lieutenant robin lefler s mother died in a shuttle explosion ten years ago so is the
woman being held prisoner in thallonian space really her if it is what is her connection to the mysterious woman holding a weapon that could doom entire worlds with the lives of
billions at stake robin lefler captain calhoun and the crew of the u s s excalibur must find the answers before time runs out for them and for the struggling remnants of the once great
thallonian empire sophie nelson is entering the second phase of her life long since divorced she has been on her own for longer than she was ever married her children are all grown and she s
tired of the corporate rat race sophie decides to retire to a small cozy town in vermont to pursue her real passion writing there she finds a happy home where she can live alone
surrounded by her work and her words but things soon take a mysterious turn one night she comes home to find a light on in her safe sanctuary there has been an intruder in her house and
sophie is reminded that single life for a woman is not always safe local authorities tell her not to worry but the murder of her neighbor soon follows the intrusion the small town so
lacking in crime is thrown into turmoil meanwhile sophie meets sam wood and in spite of the tragedy the two are drawn to each other sophie is hesitant to start a romantic relationship
though what with a murderer roaming the streets the people of town cannot possibly foresee their villain is someone they know quite well and sophie may have to give up a little of her
independence to allow herself to be saved before she becomes the next victim ghost dance dark matters 2 scientific theory holds that ninety percent of all matter in the universe is dark
matter unable to be detected by ordinary means the gravitational force of that mysterious material ensures the continuance of all reality but now a cosmic conspiracy plans to use
excess dark matter to bring about the death of the universe while chakotay and paris are lost in a mysterious shadow dimension captain janeway and the remainder of her crew struggle
to contain the deadly dark matter wreaking havoc on the ship and deep in space but malevolent forces are working against the starship voyager and they have seduced the romulan empire
to their cause cloak and dagger dark matters 1 it is a scientific truth that the structure of the universe depends on the amount of dark matter contained in the cosmos when sinister
forces threaten to tamper with the very nature of reality captain janeway and the crew of the u s s voyager must risk everything to restore the universal balance years ago near the
beginning of its long journey voyager made contact with a brilliant romulan scientist whose present was voyager s past now telek r mor communicates with janeway again to warn her
of a dire plot to capture voyager and turn its future technology against the federation of yesterday but more than just the timeline is at stake voyager itself may be carrying a menace
deadly to all creation mutiny on the enterprise the ship is crippled in orbit around a dangerous living breathing planet and a desperate peace mission to the orion arm is stalled kirk has
never needed his crew more but a lithe alien women is casting a spell of pacifism and now mutiny over the crew suddenly captain kirk s journey for peace has turned into terrifying war to
retake command of his ship while mapping a series of gravitational anomalies the u s s enterprise is suddenly hurled millions of light years through space into a distant galxy of scorched
and lifeless worlds into the middle of an endless interstellar war with no way back home the crippled starship finds itself under relentless and suicidal attack by both warring fleets
and captain kirk must gamble the lives of his crew on his ability to stop a war that has raged for centuries and ravaged a galaxy the u s s enterprise is assigned to the planet k trall a
planet just coming out rom under the heel of barbarous suppression when the planet s newly emerging freedom is threatened by a rouge ship attacking federation shipping captain jean luc
picard and his crew put their lives on the line to protect k trall from the raids but the planet itself holds a deadly secret one that could lead to a ressurgence of the despotic cruelty
they have suffered for centuries with time running out captain picard must see his way past a maze of deadly deception with billions of lives hanging in the balance uncounted centuries
ago an unknown race from beyond our galaxy created a series of interstellar gates shortcuts across our universe and then disappeared leaving behind no clues to their fate or the
operation of their system twice before the enterprise has used the system to traverse the galaxy and returned each time no wiser to the gates operation now it is imperative that they
find out for the gates are breaking down taking the very stars in the sky with them the fate of the galaxy rests in the hands of the enterprise crew and their ability to communicate not
only with creatures from another world but from another universe as well star trek the next generation is the most popular longest running series in science fiction history now after
the spectacular worldwide success of star trek first contact captain jean luc picard and the crew of the starship enterprise return to the big screen in a thrilling new adventure that
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captures all the fun and excitement of star trek at its best star trek insurrection reunites the hugely popular crew of star trek the next generation jean luc picard starfleet s finest
officer commander william t riker his stalwart first officer lieutenant commander data the indispensable android commander deanna troi the empathic betazoid counselor lieutenant
commander worf the fierce klingon warrior lieutenant commander geordi la forge chief of engineering and dr beverly crusher the ship s able medical officer together they have faced many
challenges over the years but nothing has prepared them for the unexpected crisis that tests both their skills and their convictions on an unnamed planet in a distant sector starfleet in
an uneasy alliance with a mysterious new alien species of unknown origin has discovered a secret with astounding implications that could transform the future of the entire federation
but this secret has a price that may be more than some are willing to pay the secret first turns data against starfleet then draws jean luc picard and the starship enterprise into a tense
and dangerous situation that has unexpected effects on every member of the crew and presents them with an agonizing moral dilemma faced with orders he cannot obey and a crisis he
cannot ignore picard finds himself torn between his conscience and his uniform bestselling author j m dillard has written a powerful and exciting novel based on the major motion picture
directed by jonathan frakes commander william t riker star trek insurrection is sure to delight audiences throughout the world
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Titanic 1998 this action packed big summer read focuses on the lives of several teenage passengers aboard the ill fated titanic copyright libri gmbh all rights reserved
Our Obvious Ways 2012-02-27 part 2 john and angela s marriage develops while around them their friends relationships move on bringing with it further change and conflict issues of
prejudice become apparent forcing some of the characters to change their lives forever
The Hostage Rescuer 2020-03-30 the gripping true crime story of a child abducted by his father from his mother and the international race to rescue him against dangerous odds two
close encounters with death convince darren franklin that his career in global private security is not the healthiest meanwhile scottish nurse diane is on a life changing journey of her
own after a shirley valentine style romance on a greek holiday island as she moves to australia to marry her greek lover and start a family darren escapes a contract on his life and
teams up with a former british special forces operative to get into the business of rescuing abducted children then darren s and diane s paths cross after diane s marriage breaks down her
ex takes their four year old son theo back to the greek islands and when all attempts to get her son back via the courts have failed darren s company is called in to get him back as
diane waits anxiously in the wings darren and his small team must contend with hostile locals double crossing police and dubious legal contacts to conduct surveillance on their
target formulate a plan and grab the boy before making their hazardous escape they can trust no one a whole island community is against them they have their suspicions about their
own lawyer and the charity go between on their team is actively leaking details of their plans risking their mission and possibly their lives set against an epidemic of parental abductions
and a background of frequent failed recoveries the action swings from britain to south america to australia to the usa and the greek islands on a dramatic emotional roller coaster
from start to finish
The Other Side 2023-09-19 the other side is a story about what i experienced when my heart stopped beating and i stopped breathing i write about how things might be on the other side
if this happened to 10 people there would be 10 different stories all of this is what i believe to be true i have been given a gift a good memory from my childhood to adulthood i have
always had the knack for details
The Badlands: Book Two 2000-01-26 located perilously near the cardassian border the turbulent region of space known as the badlands has been an interstellar hazard to navigation
for at least two generations many starships have been lost amidst its violent plasma storms but the true danger may only be beginning before she began her historic sojourn in the delta
quadrant captain kathryn janeway led the u s s voyager into the badlands in pursuit of a renegade maquis vessel there she encountered the same threatening and inexplicable phenomena
that had previously endangered both kirk and picard now detoured from her mission by an urgent cardassian distress call janeway finally uncovers the origin of the hidden menace armed
with janeway s hard won knowledge captain benjamin sisko must deal with the exposed threat once and for all but first the u s s defiant must battle both the dominion and the romulan
empire for control of an unleashed power source that could devastate the entire alpha quadrant
Quarantine 1999 identical duplicate tom riker encounters maquis renegades and a cardassian planet stricken with a deadly disease only riker can get the medical supplies the maquis so
desperately need
Across the Universe 1999-10-01 the hawking left earth during the 21st century on a one way mission to colonize a distant world due to the relativistic effects of pre warp travel it
s crew has aged only thirty years while two centuries have passed outside the ship when the starship enterprise comes to the rescue of the malfunctioning hawking the colonists find
themselves thrust into a universe and an era that has left them behind captain kirk intends to help the colonists adjust as best he can but the task is not a simple one the newcomers are
survivors of a more violent more paranoid time and the have brought old suspicions and an ancient weapon of mass destruction into a world of unexpected challenges and dangers
Dark Allies 2002-08-04 the continuing voyages of the starship excalibur many years ago a bizarre alien life form known as the black mass consumed and destroyed an entire solar
system in what was then the thallonion empire now the black mass has returned and its target is tulan iv homeworld of the fearsome redeemers faced with near certain destruction the
overlord of the redeemers is forced to turn to an unlikely ally captain calhoun and the starship excalibur busy coping with the return of his rebellious son calhoun is none too eager to
come to the aid of his despotic enemy but when innocent lives are threatened he has no choice but to confront the unstoppable black mass but how can one starship turn back a force
capable of consuming entire suns
In the Name of Honor 2002-01-01 delicate peace talks between the federation and the klingon empire become complicated when captain kirk discovers that starfleet prisoners of war are
being held captive on a remote jungle planet now with the unexpected assistance of an old adversary kirk embarks on a daring rescue mission knowing that if he fails the federation will
deny all knowledge of his intentions but powerful forces within the klingon government are determined to keep the shameful secret of the hostages existence even if it means obliterating
every last trace of the prisoners and anyone who comes to save them
Immortal Coil 2002-03-21 he is perhaps the ultimate human achievement a sentient artificial life form self aware self determining possessing a mind and body far surpassing that of his
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makers and imbued with the potential to evolve beyond the scope of his programming created by one of the most brilliant and eccentric intellects the federation has ever known the
android data has always believed he was unique the one true fulfillment of a dream to create children of the mind but is he investigating the mysterious destruction of a new android
created by starfleet data and the crew of the u s s enterprise uncover startling secrets stretching back to the galaxy s dim past that knowledge is coveted by beings who will stop at
nothing to control it and will force data to redefine himself as he learns the hidden history of artificial intelligence
By the Book 2002-01-01 in their first few weeks in space captain jonathan archer and the crew of the enterprise have already discovered several new species and explored strange new
worlds but each planet brings new discoveries and new dangers by the book the fazi whose ultraregulated culture ranges from strict conversation protocols to unvarying building
designs inhabit half of a planet discovered by the enterprise but after a disasterous first contact with the ruler of the fazi archer must depend on vulcan science officer t pol and
communication specialist hoshi sato to help him mend relations with the people of this planet and unravel the mystery of the other creatures living on the world
Star Trek: New Frontier: Being Human 2001-12-19 from the universe of star trek the next generation throughout the star trek new frontier saga mark mchenry the navigator on the u s
s excalibur has demonstrated abilities beyond those of the somewhat odd human being he appears to be when the inhabitants of an innocent solar system are confronted by a menace linked
to the source of mchenry s powers his true heritage is revealed at last meanwhile zak kebron is going through a startling change that will leave him both more and less than he was
Incident at Arbuk 2002-08-01 tracking a shuttle s distress signal to the nearly deserted arbuk system the u s s voyagertm crew encounters an unusual weapon a thousand times more
powerful than the starship inside the shuttle the crew discovers an unconscious alien and no more information about the device captain janeway and her crew are attacked by a group of
mysterious warships with an interest in the weapon s power with warp power off line the crew of the starship voyager must find a way to save themselves from a group of aliens
desperate to control the superweapon
Marooned 2002-07-04 when an alien pirate abducts kes u s s voyager takes off in hot pursuit but the first rescue mission fails disastrously an ion storm forces the shuttle to crash
on an unknown world now captain janeway and her away team must embark on a hazardous trek through a hostile environment in search of a way off the planet while voyager
commanded by chakotay confronts an enemy fleet in the depths of space
The Flaming Arrow: St 2000-06-26 beyond the borders of the federation captain james t kirk works to defend an isolated colony on a newly discovered planet hinder aggression from
neighboring alien races and ensure the survival of a brave new world in this unputdownable star trek novel the tenacious colonists of belle terre have survived countless hardships and
natural disasters of their new home only to face a deadly foreign enemy the alien species kauld intent on claiming the world s unique resources for their own are determined to destroy
the human settlements at any cost months away from any hope of starfleet reinforcements the starship enterprise is all that stands between belle terre and an all out alien invasion
but kirk and his valiant crew may not be enough to save the planet from a relentless assault by the ultimate superweapon
Star Trek: The Next Generation: Stargazer: Progenitor 2002-05-06 thirty years before the days of star trek the next generation captain jean luc picard was thrust unexpectedly into
command of another proud vessel the u s s stargazer surrounded by a crew he doesn t entirely know or trust the young picard must answer the challenges of leadership while picard and
his senior staff accompany chief engineer simenon to his homeworld of gnala to undergo a ritual his second officer victoria wu is left in command of the stargazer responding to a
distress call from a nearby star system wu finds herself in the middle of a mystery involving a damaged ship and a peculiar interstellar phenomenon one that threatens to destroy the
stargazer if she can t learn its secret meanwhile on gnala picard must help his friend undergo the ritual and find out who is trying to sabotage their chances of completing it before they
re all killed
The Murdered Sun 2002-10-30 when sensors indicate a possible wormhole nearby captain janeway is eager to investigate hoping to find a shortcut back to federation space instead she
discovers a star system being systematically pillaged by the warlike akerians janeway has no desire to get caught up in someone else s war but in order to the check on the possibilities
offered by the wormhole and to save the innocent people of veruna four voyagertm has no choice but to challenge the akerians
Gauntlet 2002-05-06 long before he took command of the starship enterprise captain jean luc picard led another proud vessel through the uncharted regions of the galaxy the u s s
stargazer thrust unexpectedly into the center seat the twenty eight year old picard must live up to the challenges of starship command and a crew that hasn t yet learned to trust him
the pirate known as the white wolf has been wreaking havoc across several sectors and the inexperienced picard has been given the assignment to stop him surprised at getting such a
challenge picard soon learns that he is expected to fail in his duty and have his captaincy disgraced before it can even begin given an untested crew and an impossible mission picard must
beat the odds and apprehend the white wolf but the pirate keeps a shocking secret that leaves picard to make a deadly decision
Federation 2006-09-01 this thrilling star trek adventure spanning time and space features both of the famous crews of the uss enterprise led by captain kirk and captain picard captain
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kirk and the crew of the uss enterprise ncc 1701 are faced with their most challenging mission yet rescuing renowned scientist zefram cochrane from captors who want to use his skills
to conquer the galaxy meanwhile ninety nine years in the future on the uss enterprise ncc 1701 d captain picard must rescue an important and mysterious person whose safety is vital to
the survival of the federation as the two crews struggle to fulfill their missions destiny draws them closer together until past and future merge and the fate of each of the two
legendary starships rests in the hands of the other vessel
Emissary 2012-12-11 commander benjamin sisko is just recovering from the death of his wife when he is assigned command over the former cardassian but new federation space station deep
space ninetm this space station is strategically located not only because of its orbit about bajor but also because of its proximity to the only known stable wormhole in the galaxy
after meeting the other bajoran and starfleet personnel assigned to the station including a former bajoran freedom fighter and a shapeshifter sisko finds himself in that very wormhole and
in the midst of a metaphysical experience as the alien inhabitants of the wormhole question the concepts of time and love sisko filled with humanistic hubris begins to explain these
experiences and resolve his painful past
Vendetta 2000-09-22 the borg half organic being and half machine they are the most feared race in the known galaxy in their relentless quest for technological perfection they have
destroyed entire star systems enslaved countless peoples and in a single brutal attack decimated starfleet s mightiest vesels only a final desperate gambit by captain picard and the u s
s enterprise crew stopped the borg from conquering the entire federation and now they have returned vendetta in the bestselling tradition of metamorphosis and the lost years here is the
newest star trek giant novel a story of vengeance and obsession answering a distress call from a planet under attack by the borg the u s s enterprise crew meets delcara the lone
survivor of an alien race the borg obliterated blinded by hatred delcara seeks the ultimate revenge the complete destruction of her race s executioners but the u s s enterprise crew
learns that delcara s vengeance carries a terrible price for once unleashed the destructive force she commands will annihilate not only the borg but countess innocents as well
Battle Lines 2003-06-26 while exploring a sector of uncharted space the u s s voyager is ambushed and forcibly pressed into service as part of the edesian fleet in their war against
the enemy gimlon the edesian commander claims that the fleet is fighting only to defend his people against a merciless invader but captain janeway is suspicious war she has learned is
seldom so simple or black and white with chakotay and several other crew members held hostage and the starship voyager under the control of the edesians janeway has no choice but
to join the campaign against the gimlon only to discover that the enemy has developed a new super weapon capable of destroying entire worlds soon the captain and her crew find
themselves fighting a losing battle in a war they never wanted
All Good Things 2012-12-11 seven years ago captain jean luc picard first faced the judgment of the q continuum a race of beings with god like powers over time and space who presumed
to gauge humanity s fitness to exist in the galaxy seven years ago they suspended judgment but now a decision has been reached the human race will be eliminated not only in the present
but throughout time humanity will never have existed at all the only chance to save mankind lies with captain picard an old enemy has granted him the power to revisit his life as it was
seven years before and to experience his life twenty five years in the future with the help of friendships that span time and space picard struggles to defeat the plans of the q continuum
but even as he fights to save the human race from total extinction he has been set up to be the unwitting agent of mankind s destruction in an effort to save humanity picard must
sacrifice himself and all those he commands and if their sacrifice fails all mankind is doomed
Martyr 2003-02-18 with the fall of the ancient thallonian empire civil war threatens the planet of zondar the arrival of the u s s excalibur is greeted with relief and celebration by
the anxious populace and captain mackenzie calhoun fresh from his cataclysmic escape form the thallonian throneworld is acclaimed as their prophesied savior but one believer s messiah
is another s blasphemer and a prime candidate for martyrdom when captain calhoun is captured lieutenant commander burgoyne must find him before an alien fleet launched a holy war
against the federation
The Garden 2002-12-02 desperately in need of vital nutritional supplies the crew of the uss voyagertm must risk dealing with an enigmatic race known as the kirse legendary for the
bountiful crops of their world and for their secretive ways despite neelix s warnings captain janeway leads an away team to the kirse homeworld but when the hostile andirrim attack
the kirse janeway finds herself caught in a deadly situation forced to fight alongside the kirse janeway and her crew can only hope that their strange new allies are not more dangerous
than their common foe
The 34th Rule 2000-09-22 for once business is going well for quark not that anyone on deep space nine truly appreciates his genius for finding profit in the most unlikely of
circumstances quark is even looking forward to making the deal of a lifetime when he suddenly finds himself stuck right in the middle of a major dispute between bajor and the ferengi
alliance it seems that the grand nagus is refusing to sell one of the lost orbs of the prophets to the bajoran government which has responded by banning all ferengi activity in bajoran
space with diplomatic relations between the two cultures rapidly breaking down quark loses his bar first then his freedom but even penniless he still has his cunning and his lobes and
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those alone may be all he needs to come out on top and prevent an interstellar war
Crisis on Centaurus 2000-09-22 massive computer malfunctions are plaguing the enterprise when kirk suddenly receives a shocking message from star fleet command centaurus has been
bombed and annihilated thousands are dead give whatever help you can centaurus is a beautiful peaceful planet home to many humans including mccoy s daughter joanna the crew risks
beaming down to investigate but kirk is thrown into a deadly struggle between violent enemy terrorists and vengeful centaurians now lt uhura left alone in command must jeopardize the
cripple enterprise to save centaurus kirk and joanna mccoy
Possession 2012-12-11 eighty years ago bodiless entities brought a plague of violence and bloodshed to the planet vulcan the nightmare ended only when the entities were trapped
inside special containers now on the eve of a galaxy scale scientific exposition the containers have been opened freeing the malevolent entities to possess the minds and bodies of all they
encounter including the crew of the starship enterprise friends turn into foes and no one can be trusted as captain picard faces a deadly and insidious threat unless the entities can be
stopped once more they will spread their madness throughout the entire federation
My Brother's Keeper: Enterprise 2002-03-28 the gripping conclusion to the story of jim kirk s lost friend the man who helped shape a starfleet captain captain kirk has returned to earth
to attend the funeral of gary mitchell the man he was forced to kill as he wonders what he can possibly say in eulogy he thinks back to the first time he had to do without his friend
several months earlier kirk has just taken command of the u s s enterprise and brought along gary as navigator kirk has learned to depend on his friend s good sense and advice but when
kirk confronts the klingons for the first time in his career gary is taken captive and cut off from kirk now the young captain has no choice but to rely on a man he barely knows a vulcan
named spock
Star Trek Trivia Book 2012-12-11 1 how many tribbles did spock calculate had bred aboard deep space station k 7 2 what type of life form was the caretaker a sporocystian b
solanagen c silicon d unidentifiable 3 in which episode is a deaf mediator the key to ending a war that has persisted for fifteen centuries 4 match the ship with its appropriate registry
number a u s s voyageri nx 74205 b u s s defiantii nx 2000 c u s s pegasusiii ncc 74656 d u s s excelsioriv ncc 53847 5 name a sulu s daughter c kira s father b troi s older sister d
tuvok s wife the answers to those questions and many others are just pages away in the definitivestar trek trivia book the ultimate collection of memory testers brainteasers and mind
bending minutiae from thirty four years of movies and tv series more than two thousand fill in the blanks multiple choice questions and matching questions are organized into themed
chapters such as galactic history about the crews alien species star trekscience and command questions this jam packed fun filled illustrated trivia book is just what devoted star
trekfans have always wanted the means to test themselves and one another on one of the richest and most complex fictional universes ever created
Star Trek 2000-05-23 celebrate the 40th anniversary of star trek the motion picture with this classic movie novelization written by legendary star trek creator gene roddenberry the
original five year mission of the starship enterprise to explore strange new worlds and to seek out new life and new civilizations has ended now james t kirk spock dr mccoy and the rest
of the crew of the enterprise have separated to follow their own career paths and different lives but now an overwhelming alien threat one that is ignoring all attempts at
communication and annihilating all opposition in its path is on a collision course with earth the very heart of the united federation of planets and the only vessel that starfleet can
send in time to intercept this menace is a refitted enterprise with her old crew heeding the call to once again boldly go where no one has gone before
Fire On High 2002-08-04 lieutenant robin lefler s mother died in a shuttle explosion ten years ago so is the woman being held prisoner in thallonian space really her if it is what is her
connection to the mysterious woman holding a weapon that could doom entire worlds with the lives of billions at stake robin lefler captain calhoun and the crew of the u s s excalibur
must find the answers before time runs out for them and for the struggling remnants of the once great thallonian empire
Out of the Woods 2013-11 sophie nelson is entering the second phase of her life long since divorced she has been on her own for longer than she was ever married her children are all
grown and she s tired of the corporate rat race sophie decides to retire to a small cozy town in vermont to pursue her real passion writing there she finds a happy home where she can
live alone surrounded by her work and her words but things soon take a mysterious turn one night she comes home to find a light on in her safe sanctuary there has been an intruder in her
house and sophie is reminded that single life for a woman is not always safe local authorities tell her not to worry but the murder of her neighbor soon follows the intrusion the small
town so lacking in crime is thrown into turmoil meanwhile sophie meets sam wood and in spite of the tragedy the two are drawn to each other sophie is hesitant to start a romantic
relationship though what with a murderer roaming the streets the people of town cannot possibly foresee their villain is someone they know quite well and sophie may have to give up a
little of her independence to allow herself to be saved before she becomes the next victim
Ghost Dance 2002-05-17 ghost dance dark matters 2 scientific theory holds that ninety percent of all matter in the universe is dark matter unable to be detected by ordinary means
the gravitational force of that mysterious material ensures the continuance of all reality but now a cosmic conspiracy plans to use excess dark matter to bring about the death of
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the universe while chakotay and paris are lost in a mysterious shadow dimension captain janeway and the remainder of her crew struggle to contain the deadly dark matter wreaking
havoc on the ship and deep in space but malevolent forces are working against the starship voyager and they have seduced the romulan empire to their cause
Cloak and Dagger 2001-02-21 cloak and dagger dark matters 1 it is a scientific truth that the structure of the universe depends on the amount of dark matter contained in the cosmos
when sinister forces threaten to tamper with the very nature of reality captain janeway and the crew of the u s s voyager must risk everything to restore the universal balance years
ago near the beginning of its long journey voyager made contact with a brilliant romulan scientist whose present was voyager s past now telek r mor communicates with janeway again
to warn her of a dire plot to capture voyager and turn its future technology against the federation of yesterday but more than just the timeline is at stake voyager itself may be
carrying a menace deadly to all creation
Mutiny on the Enterprise 2000-09-22 mutiny on the enterprise the ship is crippled in orbit around a dangerous living breathing planet and a desperate peace mission to the orion arm is
stalled kirk has never needed his crew more but a lithe alien women is casting a spell of pacifism and now mutiny over the crew suddenly captain kirk s journey for peace has turned into
terrifying war to retake command of his ship
Chain of Attack 2000-09-22 while mapping a series of gravitational anomalies the u s s enterprise is suddenly hurled millions of light years through space into a distant galxy of
scorched and lifeless worlds into the middle of an endless interstellar war with no way back home the crippled starship finds itself under relentless and suicidal attack by both warring
fleets and captain kirk must gamble the lives of his crew on his ability to stop a war that has raged for centuries and ravaged a galaxy
Blaze of Glory 2000-09-22 the u s s enterprise is assigned to the planet k trall a planet just coming out rom under the heel of barbarous suppression when the planet s newly emerging
freedom is threatened by a rouge ship attacking federation shipping captain jean luc picard and his crew put their lives on the line to protect k trall from the raids but the planet itself
holds a deadly secret one that could lead to a ressurgence of the despotic cruelty they have suffered for centuries with time running out captain picard must see his way past a maze of
deadly deception with billions of lives hanging in the balance
The Final Nexus 2000-10-19 uncounted centuries ago an unknown race from beyond our galaxy created a series of interstellar gates shortcuts across our universe and then
disappeared leaving behind no clues to their fate or the operation of their system twice before the enterprise has used the system to traverse the galaxy and returned each time no wiser
to the gates operation now it is imperative that they find out for the gates are breaking down taking the very stars in the sky with them the fate of the galaxy rests in the hands of the
enterprise crew and their ability to communicate not only with creatures from another world but from another universe as well
Insurrection 2002-08-22 star trek the next generation is the most popular longest running series in science fiction history now after the spectacular worldwide success of star trek
first contact captain jean luc picard and the crew of the starship enterprise return to the big screen in a thrilling new adventure that captures all the fun and excitement of star trek
at its best star trek insurrection reunites the hugely popular crew of star trek the next generation jean luc picard starfleet s finest officer commander william t riker his stalwart first
officer lieutenant commander data the indispensable android commander deanna troi the empathic betazoid counselor lieutenant commander worf the fierce klingon warrior lieutenant
commander geordi la forge chief of engineering and dr beverly crusher the ship s able medical officer together they have faced many challenges over the years but nothing has prepared them
for the unexpected crisis that tests both their skills and their convictions on an unnamed planet in a distant sector starfleet in an uneasy alliance with a mysterious new alien species
of unknown origin has discovered a secret with astounding implications that could transform the future of the entire federation but this secret has a price that may be more than some
are willing to pay the secret first turns data against starfleet then draws jean luc picard and the starship enterprise into a tense and dangerous situation that has unexpected effects
on every member of the crew and presents them with an agonizing moral dilemma faced with orders he cannot obey and a crisis he cannot ignore picard finds himself torn between his
conscience and his uniform bestselling author j m dillard has written a powerful and exciting novel based on the major motion picture directed by jonathan frakes commander william t
riker star trek insurrection is sure to delight audiences throughout the world
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